Every Islander receives a meticulous application of full-body paint using a multi-stage process in National RV’s state-of-the-art paint facilities. Only premium automotive finishes are used, assuring a smooth, lustrous finish that will make your Islander the envy of each of your friends in the RV park. Choose from four beautiful color schemes.

...BEST BUILT...

The entire coach body—floor, sidewalls, roof—is constructed of a rugged tubular steel framework, high density foam insulation and the highest quality interior and exterior surfaces. Each component is vacuum-bonded to form a solid, rigid structure. Every coach component is manufactured with the latest processes and the strictest quality standards. After nearly 40 years of building some of America’s favorite recreational vehicles, we know how to do it right!

...BEST BACKED...

Peace of Mind is standard equipment with all National RV motorhomes. Our 3-years/ unlimited miles warranty against structural defects to the coach body and subfloor structure leads the industry. Our professional Owners Services staff, extensive dealer network and factory service centers on both coasts stand ready to assist with any warranty issues. And we back you on the road against any unforeseen problems with full-featured Coach Net® emergency roadside assistance, service scheduling assistance and a host of extra travel benefits, free to you for your first year of owning your new National RV motorhome.
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The DynoMax® 10TDX's massive twin 10" X 3" X ¼" tubular stringers provide chassis rigidity beyond that of any traditional semi-monocoque chassis currently available. All of the necessary coach strength is built into the chassis itself rather than placing those stresses on the coach body. The result is longer-lasting structural integrity, reduced squeaks and rattles, and improved handling from concentrating the structural weight into the chassis itself, closer to the road.

The Neway® Independent Front Suspension provides the smoothest ride and most responsive handling available, even on rough or uneven surfaces.

The beefy tubular engine cage ensures that the Cummins® ISL's brutish 1,200 lb.-ft. of torque are applied to the road, not the chassis.

Unobstructed storage bays are a hallmark of all DynoMax® chassis and the 10TDX provides all of its features and advancements without compromising storage space.

HWH® two-axis hydraulic slide actuators are the pinnacle of slide-out technology, providing smooth, trouble-free operation and true flat-floor livability.

On every National RV, a welded tubular steel framework runs through all of the coach body components, enveloping the coach in a sturdy cage of steel—the Uni-Cage®.
Islander takes the term "lounge" very seriously, offering the most inviting accommodations for such a worthy pursuit. The freestanding Ultraleather swivel recliner or optional Euro recliner will be the most coveted spot for reading the Sunday paper. Entertaining guests is a delight in Islander's huge living area, made possible by one of the largest slideouts available in any motorhome. The 80" sleeper sofa will comfortably seat your guests, then provide a soft bed for a great night's rest.

Dining arrangements are tailored to your preferences with either a roomy booth dinette with convenient roll-out storage bins under the seats or an free-standing dining table with elegantly upholstered chairs. Each includes a beautiful, durable Corian® solid surface table top.

MAKE YOUR MARK

Personalize your Tradewinds LE with your choice of three rich interior decors. Complete the decor with your choice of genuine hardwood cabinetry.

Cavernous Storage Bays!

Dining arrangements are tailored to your preferences with either a roomy booth dinette with convenient roll-out storage bins under the seats or an free-standing dining table with elegantly upholstered chairs. Each includes a beautiful, durable Corian® solid surface table top.
Meal preparation for two or for a crowd is a breeze with Islander's expansive kitchen. The massive angled galley provides an abundance of counter space, while the cutting-edge GE® Advantium oven cooks every dish to perfection in record time. Stock up for long stays with the standard 12 cu. ft. refrigerator with ice maker.

Islander's elegance is well represented in the galley, with hand-laid designer ceramic tile floors, color-coordinated genuine Corian® countertops and your choice of three beautiful hardwoods: Maple, Walnut or Cherry.

Islander's massive bedroom suite invites more than just slumber. It functions as a second lounge with its full complement of entertainment amenities. Storage is abundant, with a full length wardrobe and row after row of smooth-gliding drawers. The wide dresser and both nightstands are topped in genuine Corian®.

When laundry duty calls, the optional corner-mounted washer/dryer is a welcome convenience.

The open bath design creates a huge master bedroom suite, with double pocket doors to provide privacy when desired.

The large, circular one-piece fiberglass tub/shower features an elegant etched glass enclosure. An insulated skylight provides light and extra headroom without wasting energy. The 10 gallon gas/electric water heater ensures a nice long hot shower. The lavy features a Corian® countertop, porcelain basin and stylish brass faucet.

The private toilet room boasts its own window and a second wash basin. The porcelain toilet features electric flush and a sprayer.

Islander's exclusive Latitude Elite mattress is the finest mattress offered in a luxury motorhome. Designed and manufactured exclusively for National RV, this premium innerspring mattress features an exquisitely soft pillow top that ensures the ultimate night's rest.
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You've dreamed of hitting the road in ultimate comfort. Your thoughts turn to remote mountain villages or the wide open prairies, and every place feels like home. Your dreams of the open road come true with the Islander luxury diesel motorhome.

Islander's cockpit is geared toward ultimate driving pleasure. The monogrammed Ultra leather seats with integral shoulder belts cradle you in comfort. Clearly marked dash instruments and an 18" tilt & telescoping Smart Wheel keep you in command of the coach and all of its onboard systems.

Islander provides a wealth of entertainment features. The overhead audiovisual center houses a massive 27" flat screen television. Front A/V jacks make it simple to enjoy your home movies directly from your own video camera. Also included are a Hi-Fi VCR, a DVD player with Dolby digital sound, and a home theater speaker system. Television programming is available through the TV antenna, cable hookup or the KingDome auto-positioning satellite dish. Music is at your fingertips with a multi-disc CD changer and AM/FM stereo with XM digital satellite radio receiver.*
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On every National RV, a welded tubular steel framework runs through all of the coach body components, enveloping the coach in a sturdy cage of steel—the Uni-Cage®.
The entire coach body—floor, sidewalls, roof—is constructed of a rugged tubular steel framework, high density foam insulation and the highest quality interior and exterior surfaces. Each component is vacuum-bonded to form a solid, rigid structure. Every coach component is manufactured with the latest processes and the strictest quality standards. After nearly 40 years of building some of America's favorite recreational vehicles, we know how to do it right!

BEST BUILT...

Peace of Mind is standard equipment with all National RV motorhomes. Our 3-years/unlimited miles warranty against structural defects to the coach body and subfloor structure leads the industry. Our professional Owner Services staff, extensive dealer network and factory service centers on both coasts stand ready to assist with any warranty issues. And we back you on the road against any unforeseen problems with full-featured Coach Net® emergency roadside assistance, service scheduling assistance and a host of extra travel benefits, free to you for your first year of owning your new National RV motorhome.

Every Islander receives a meticulous application of full-body paint using a multi-stage process in National RV's state-of-the-art paint facilities. Only premium automotive finishes are used, assuring a smooth, lustrous finish that will make your Islander the envy of each of your friends in the RV park. Choose from four beautiful color schemes.
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Islanders National RV Owners Club

Your National RV motorhome qualifies you for membership in the greatest RV club around, the Islanders! Enjoy friends, fun and great events around the country sponsored by National RV!